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Let us know what you think...

This course description page is developed by the Science and Technology Learning Lab (STLL) as a tool for instructors at Science and Technology. To ensure that the tool meets your needs, we need your feedback.

Let us know what you think - and tell us how you think we could improve it.
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- Be able to use commercial fluid dynamic software packages
- Be able to understand the differences between different discretisation techniques
- Be able to discuss limitations in CFD and interpret and analyze the results
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Material types
article (1)
Journal article (1)

Authors
rahbek bjarker n (1)
vraa christan m (1)
wagner stefan rahr (1)

Language
English (1)

Search in
Materials at AU Library including foreign book reviews
Materials at AU Library
Materials at AU Library including foreign book reviews

Details
Author
Bjarke N Rahbek, Christian M Vraa, Stefan Rahr Wagner

Title
Performance Comparison of Middleware Technologies

Host publication

Status
Peer reviewed

Organization
Aarhus University. Science and Technology. Institut for Ingeniørvidenskab. Institut for Ingeniørvidenskab - Pervasive Systems (corporate author)

If you wish this material check whether it is registered elsewhere in the database and order from there. The data originate from the research information system at AU (PURE).
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1. Text in the evaluation

- **Title**
  The title of the evaluation

- **Instructions**
  Instructions for the evaluation

- **1st category**
  The first category that students should provide statements for. This could be '3 things to keep'.

- **2nd category**
  The second category that students should provide statements for. This could be '3 things to improve'.

---

2. Options

- **Begin**
  17/08/2017 15:30
  Enter dates as dd/mm/yyyy. Time may be entered in any increment.

- **End**
  17/08/2017 13:45
  Enter dates as dd/mm/yyyy. Time may be entered in any increment.

- **Max peers**
  The maximum number of statement sets that a student should rate.
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